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GO DEEPER
BY JORDAN BIKILA

For the first time in a while I’ve seen the hunger of
young adults to draw closer and deeper in their
relationship with God. It’s such a privilege that we get
to worship a God that we are in relationship with, a
real God that speaks and moves.
Worship is a weapon that the enemy hates! When you
worship you're not just singing songs, you are
releasing a sound and creating an atmosphere where
amazing things can take place. To go deeper is a
action, there is a level of intentionality attached to it.
We need hunger for more and constantly search for
his presence. In 2020 we're going Deeper and we're
gonna be intentional and fearless with it !
WELCOME BACK
BY DOROTHY ATTA

We hope you’ve had a great start to the year. I
wanted to reintroduce our newsletter.
We recognise that being a Christian in this generation
isn’t always simple or easy. Unfortunately, there are
so many voices and opinions that will try to force you
into conforming but as children of God we must
know how to stand firm and keep our eyes on Jesus.
As young adults we face different things on a daily
basis and it’s important to talk about them. Learning
how to steward godly friendships, to using our gifts
and more. If you have any suggestions of what you
would like to see covered, please email us
on the.kt.hub@gmail.com

As a worshiper, I made the decision a long time ago to
go beyond the basic surface level of worship and
strive to go deeper. I worship through my testimony,
knowing that if it had not been for the Lord who was
on my side, I will not be here! So when we worship
don’t just give 'church Good', give your BEST,
because the God we serve is the BEST.

IN, BUT NOT OF
BY NEVARDO WILLIAMS

FASTING
BY THARA POPOOLA

When your passion and your purpose leads you into a
world full of temptation and an industry or space where
sin is embeded in the culture, what do you do ?
Yes we must stay focused and you cling to Jesus, but
some things are easier said than done. Here are three
practical steps you can take to help navigate this world:
1.Prayer
Prayer is important because it is one of the ways you
develop your relationship with God and could also be
how you find out why God has placed you where you are.
By knowing why you are where you are, it will help you
stay focused on your mission and also spending time
with God will help you to flee from temptation.

At the beginning of January, I felt led to fast, naturally, I
assumed this was meant to be a fast from food and
considering I had just spent the Christmas break stuffing
my face this made the most sense. I then listened to a
sermon from Pastor Mike Todd of Transformation church
and he highlighted how ‘fasting is giving up something
that we like’. Now don’t get me wrong I like food, in fact, I
love it but for some reason, I felt God was telling me to
give up listening to music. Now if you know me you will
know that I LOVE music, I pretty much have a playlist for
every moment; showering, doing the dishes, frying
plantain! the list goes on. So, the idea of giving this up,
even for a week, seemed pretty daunting to be
honest. Prayer and fasting go hand in hand (Daniel
9:3) and I found that giving up music left me with more
space and throughout the week I began to use this space
that I would usually fill with music to pray and talk to
God. I felt that I gained clarity in relation to certain areas
of my life and also established a routine of seeking God
more regularly throughout the day. I encourage you all to
have a go at ‘giving up something you like’ whether it be;
food, social media or maybe even music and spend this
time intentionally seeking God.

2. Accountability
Have you heard of the term 'accountability partner'. This
is someone that will help to keep you disciplined and will
hold you accountable for your actions. This is important
because sometimes our spiritual siblings can see things
in us that we can't see. We were all created to be in
community and to support each other.
3. Be yourself and know yourself
Be honest, be yourself, be human. As disciples of Christ
we are called to be the light of this earth, but we are not
expected to be perfect so we shouldn't pretend to be.
Also remember that it is okay to not know something.
You're on a journey and you don't have all the answers
and you never will. If we knew everything, then why
would we need God ?
However, there is one thing you do need to know and
that is why you believe what you believe. If you don't
know why you've started this journey, then how could
you expect others to join you ?
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IMPORTANT DATES

9 February : Relationships series
(4 weeks)
28 February
Deeper: Worship night for young adults
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